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Abstract. We give the first direct cut-free ExpTime (optimal) tableau
decision procedure, which is not based on transformation or on the pre-
completion technique, for checking satisfiability of a knowledge base in the
description logic ALCI.

1 Introduction

Description logics (DLs) are used, amongst others, as a logical base for the Web
Ontology Language OWL. They represent the domain of interest in terms of con-
cepts, individuals, and roles. A concept is interpreted as a set of individuals, while
a role is interpreted as a binary relation among individuals. A knowledge base in a
DL usually has two parts: a TBox consisting of terminology axioms, and an ABox
consisting of assertions about individuals. One of the basic inference problems in
DLs, which we denote by Sat, is to check satisfiability of a knowledge base. Other
inference problems in DLs are usually reducible to this problem. For example, the
problem of checking consistency of a concept w.r.t. a TBox (further denoted by
Cons) is linearly reducible to Sat.

In this paper we study automated reasoning in the description logic ALCI, which
extends the basic description logic ALC with inverse roles. Both problems, Sat and
Cons, in ALCI are ExpTime-complete. To deal with these problems one can trans-
late them into another problem in another logic, for example, by encoding the ABox
by “nominals” and “internalizing” the TBox [2] or by using other transformations [3,
1]. Then one can use an available decision procedure for the latter problem. This ap-
proach is, however, not efficient in practice.1 Direct decision procedures for DLs are
usually based on tableaux and have been highly optimized. Traditional tableau deci-
sion procedures for DLs use backtracking to deal with “or”-branchings and are sub-
optimal in terms of worst-case complexity (e.g. 2ExpTime instead of ExpTime).
Together with Goré and Sza las we have developed direct complexity-optimal tableau
decision procedures for a number of modal and description logics by using global
caching [5, 11, 14, 12, 13, 15]. For the logics SHI [5], CPDL [12] and REGc [13] we
used analytic cut rules to deal with inverse roles and converse modal operators. As

1 In the well-known tutorial [8], Horrocks and Sattler wrote “direct algorithm / implemen-
tation instead of encodings” and “even simple domain encoding is disastrous with large
numbers of roles”.
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cuts are not efficient in practice, Goré and Widmann developed cut-free ExpTime
tableau decision procedures, based on global state caching, for the Cons problem
in ALCI [6] and CPDL [7]. They did not study the more general problem Sat for
these logics.

In this paper we give the first direct cut-free ExpTime (optimal) tableau decision
procedure, which is not based on transformation or on the pre-completion technique,
for the Sat problem in ALCI. We use our methods of [11, 14, 15] to deal with ABoxes
and a similar idea as of [6, 7] to deal with inverse roles. Our procedure can be
implemented with various optimizations as in [10].

2 Notation and Semantics of ALCI

Our language uses a finite set C of concept names, a finite set R of role names, and
a finite set I of individual names. We use letters like A and B for concept names, r
and s for role names, and a and b for individual names. We refer to A and B also
as atomic concepts, and to a and b as individuals.

For r ∈ R, let r− be a new symbol, called the inverse of r. Let R− = {r− | r ∈ R}
be the set of inverse roles. A role is any member of R ∪R−. We use letters like R
and S for roles. For r ∈ R, define (r−)− = r.

Concepts in ALCI are formed using the following BNF grammar:

C,D ::= > | ⊥ | A | ¬C | C uD | C tD | ∀R.C | ∃R.C

We use letters like C and D to denote arbitrary concepts.
A TBox is a finite set of axioms of the form C v D or C .= D. An ABox is a finite

set of assertions of the form a :C (concept assertion) or R(a, b) (role assertion). A
knowledge base in ALCI is a pair (T ,A), where T is a TBox and A is an ABox.

A formula is defined to be either a concept or an ABox assertion. We use letters
like ϕ, ψ, ξ to denote formulas, and letters like X, Y , Γ to denote sets of formulas.

An interpretation I = 〈∆I , ·I〉 consists of a non-empty set ∆I , called the domain
of I, and a function ·I , called the interpretation function of I, that maps every
concept name A to a subset AI of ∆I , maps every role name r to a binary relation rI

on ∆I , and maps every individual name a to an element aI ∈ ∆I . The interpretation
function is extended to inverse roles and complex concepts as follows:

(r−)I = {〈x, y〉 | 〈y, x〉 ∈ rI} >I = ∆I ⊥I = ∅
(¬C)I = ∆I \ CI (C uD)I = CI ∩DI (C tD)I = CI ∪DI

(∀R.C)I =
{
x ∈ ∆I | ∀y

[
(x, y) ∈ RI implies y ∈ CI

]}
(∃R.C)I =

{
x ∈ ∆I | ∃y

[
(x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ CI

]}
Note that (r−)I = (rI)−1 and this is compatible with (r−)− = r.
For a set Γ of concepts, define Γ I = {x ∈ ∆I | x ∈ CI for all C ∈ Γ}.
An interpretation I is a model of a TBox T if for every axiom C v D (resp.

C
.= D) of T , we have that CI ⊆ DI (resp. CI = DI).
An interpretation I is a model of an ABox A if for every assertion a :C (resp.

R(a, b)) of A, we have that aI ∈ CI (resp. (aI , bI) ∈ RI).
An interpretation I is a model of a knowledge base (T ,A) if I is a model of both

T and A. A knowledge base (T ,A) is satisfiable if it has a model.
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An interpretation I satisfies a concept C (resp. a set X of concepts) if CI 6= ∅
(resp. XI 6= ∅). A set X of concepts is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T if there exists
a model of T that satisfies X. For X = Y ∪ A, where Y is a set of concepts and A
is an ABox, we say that X is satisfiable w.r.t. a TBox T if there exists a model of
T and A that satisfies X.

3 A Tableau Calculus for ALCI

We assume that concepts and ABox assertions are represented in negation normal
form (NNF), where ¬ occurs only directly before atomic concepts.2 We use C to
denote the NNF of ¬C, and for ϕ = a :C, we use ϕ to denote a :C. For simplicity,
we treat axioms of T as concepts representing global assumptions: an axiom C v D
is treated as C tD, while an axiom C

.= D is treated as (C tD)u (DtC). That is,
we assume that T consists of concepts in NNF. Thus, an interpretation I is a model
of T iff I validates every concept C ∈ T . As this way of handling the TBox is not
efficient in practice, the absorption technique like the one discussed in [11, 15] can
be used to improve the performance of our algorithm.

From now on, let (T ,A) be a knowledge base in NNF of the logic ALCI. In this
section we present a tableau calculus for checking satisfiability of (T ,A).

In what follows we define tableaux as rooted “and-or” graphs. Such a graph is a
tuple G = (V,E, ν), where V is a set of nodes, E ⊆ V × V is a set of edges, ν ∈ V
is the root, and each node v ∈ V has a number of attributes. If there is an edge
(v, w) ∈ E then we call v a predecessor of w, and call w a successor of v. The set of
all attributes of v is called the contents of v. Attributes of tableau nodes are:

– Type(v) ∈ {state, non-state}. If Type(v) = state then we call v a state, else we
call v a non-state (or an internal node). If Type(v) = state and (v, w) ∈ E then
Type(w) = non-state.

– SType(v) ∈ {complex, simple} is called the subtype of v. If SType(v) = complex
then we call v a complex node, else we call v a simple node. The graph never
contains edges from a simple node to a complex node. If (v, w) is an edge from
a complex node v to a simple node w then Type(v) = state and Type(w) =
non-state. The root of the graph is a complex node.

– Status(v) ∈ {unexpanded, expanded, incomplete, unsat, sat}.
– Label(v) is a finite set of formulas, called the label of v. The label of a complex

node consists of ABox assertions, while the label of a simple node consists of
concepts.

– RFmls(v) is a finite set of formulas, called the set of reduced formulas of v.
– DFmls(v) is a finite set of formulas, called the set of disallowed formulas of v.
– StatePred(v) ∈ V ∪{null} is called the state-predecessor of v. It is available only

when Type(v) = non-state. If v is a non-state and G has no paths connecting
a state to v then StatePred(v) = null. Otherwise, G has exactly one state u
that is connected to v via a path not containing any other states. In that case,
StatePred(v) = u.

– ATPred(v) ∈ V is called the after-transition-predecessor of v. It is available only
when Type(v) = non-state. If v is a non-state and v0 = StatePred(v) ( 6= null)

2 Every formula can be transformed to an equivalent formula in NNF.
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then there is exactly one successor v1 of v0 such that every path connecting
v0 to v must go through v1, and we have that ATPred(v) = v1. We define
AfterTrans(v) = (ATPred(v) = v). If AfterTrans(v) holds then either v has
no predecessors (i.e. it is the root of the graph) or it has exactly one predecessor
u and u is a state.

– CELabel(v) is a formula called the coming edge label of v. It is available only
when v is a successor of a state u (and Type(v) = non-state). In that case, we
have u = StatePred(v), AfterTrans(v) holds, CELabel(v) ∈ Label(u), and
• if SType(u) = simple then CELabel(v) is of the form ∃R.C and C ∈ Label(v)
• else CELabel(v) is of the form a :∃R.C and C ∈ Label(v).

Informally, v was created from u to realize the formula CELabel(v) at u.
– ConvMethod(v) ∈ {0, 1} is called the converse method of v. It is available only

when Type(v) = state.
– FmlsRC (v) is a set of formulas, called the set of formulas required by converse

for v. It is available only when Type(v) = state and will be used only when
ConvMethod(v) = 0.

– AltFmlSetsSC (v) is a set of sets of formulas, called the set of alternative sets of
formulas suggested by converse for v. It is available only when Type(v) = state
and will be used only when ConvMethod(v) = 1.

– AltFmlSetsSCP(v) is a set of sets of formulas, called the set of alternative sets of
formulas suggested by converse for the predecessor of v. It is available only when
v has a predecessor being a state and will be used only when ConvMethod(v) = 1.

We define

AFmls(v) = Label(v) ∪ RFmls(v)
NDFmls(v) = {ϕ | ϕ ∈ DFmls(v)}

FullLabel(v) = AFmls(v) ∪ NDFmls(v)

Kind(v) =
{

and-node if Type(v) = state
or-node if Type(v) = non-state

BeforeFormingState(v) = v has a successor which is a state

The sets AFmls(v), NDFmls(v), and FullLabel(v) are respectively called the
available formulas of v, the negations of the formulas disallowed at v, and the full la-
bel of v. In an “and-or” graph, states play the role of “and”-nodes, while non-states
play the role of “or”-nodes.

By the local graph of a state v we mean the subgraph of G consisting of all the
path starting from v and not containing any other states. Similarly, by the local
graph of a non-state v we mean the subgraph of G consisting of all the path starting
from v and not containing any states.

We apply global state caching: if v1 and v2 are different states then Label(v1) 6=
Label(v2) or RFmls(v1) 6= RFmls(v2) or DFmls(v1) 6= DFmls(v2). If v is a non-
state such that AfterTrans(v) holds then we also apply global caching for the
local graph of v: if w1 and w2 are different nodes of the local graph of v then
Label(w1) 6= Label(w2) or RFmls(w1) 6= RFmls(w2) or DFmls(w1) 6= DFmls(w2).

Our calculus CALCI for the description logic ALCI will be specified, amongst
others, by a finite set of tableau rules, which are used to expand nodes of tableaux.
A tableau rule is specified with the following information:
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(u)
X,C uD
X,C,D

(t)
X,C tD
X,C | X,D

(∃) X, ∃R1.C1, . . . , ∃Rk.Ck

C1, X1, T & . . . & Ck, Xk, T
if


X contains no concepts of the
form ∃R.D and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
Xi = {D | ∀Ri.D ∈ X}

(u′) X, a : (C uD)

X, a :C, a :D
(t′) X, a : (C tD)

X, a :C | X, a :D

(∀
′
)

X, a :∀R.C, R(a, b)

X, a :∀R.C, R(a, b), b :C
(∀

′
i)

X, a :∀R.C, R−(b, a)

X, a :∀R.C, R−(b, a), b :C

(∃′) X, a1 :∃R1.C1, . . . , ak :∃Rk.Ck

C1, X1, T & . . . & Ck, Xk, T
if


X contains no assertions of the
form a :∃R.D and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
Xi = {D | ai :∀Ri.D ∈ X}

Table 1. Some rules of the tableau calculus CALCI

– the kind of the rule: an “and”-rule or an “or”-rule
– the conditions for applicability of the rule (if any)
– the priority of the rule
– the number of successors of a node resulting from applying the rule to it, and

the way to compute their contents.

Tableau rules are usually written downwards, with a set of formulas above the
line as the premise, which represents the label of the node to which the rule is applied,
and a number of sets of formulas below the line as the (possible) conclusions, which
represent the labels of the successor nodes resulting from the application of the
rule. Possible conclusions of an “or”-rule are separated by |, while conclusions of an
“and”-rule are separated by &. If a rule is a unary rule (i.e. a rule with only one
possible conclusion) or an “and”-rule then its conclusions are “firm” and we ignore
the word “possible”. The meaning of an “or”-rule is that if the premise is satisfiable
w.r.t. T then some of the possible conclusions are also satisfiable w.r.t. T , while the
meaning of an “and”-rule is that if the premise is satisfiable w.r.t. T then all of the
conclusions are also satisfiable w.r.t. T .

Such a representation gives only a part of the specification of the rules.
We write X,ϕ or ϕ,X to denote X ∪ {ϕ}, and write X,Y to denote X ∪ Y .

Our tableau calculus CALCI for ALCI w.r.t. the TBox T consists of rules which are
partially specified in Table 1 together with two special rules (forming-state) and
(conv).

The rules (∃) and (∃′) are the only “and”-rules and the only transitional rules. In-
stantiating, for example, (∃) to X = {∃R.C1, ∃R.C2, ∃S.C3, ∀R.C4, ∀R.C5, ∀S.C6}
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Function NewSucc(v, type, sType, ceLabel, label, rFmls, dFmls)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Purpose: create a new successor for v.

1 create a new node w, V := V ∪ {w}, if v 6= null then E := E ∪ {(v, w)};
2 Type(w) := type, SType(w) := sType, Status(w) := unexpanded;
3 Label(w) := label, RFmls(w) := rFmls, DFmls(w) := dFmls;
4 if type = non-state then
5 if v = null or Type(v) = state then StatePred(w) := v, ATPred(w) := w
6 else StatePred(w) := StatePred(v), ATPred(w) := ATPred(v);
7 if Type(v) = state then CELabel(w) := ceLabel, AltFmlSetsSCP(w) := ∅
8 else
9 ConvMethod(w) := 0, FmlsRC (w) := ∅, AltFmlSetsSC (w) := ∅

10 return w

Function FindProxy(type, sType, v1, label, rFmls, dFmls)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).

1 if type = state then W := V else W := the nodes of the local graph of v1;
2 if there exists w ∈W such that Type(w) = type and SType(w) = sType and

Label(w) = label and RFmls(w) = rFmls and DFmls(w) = dFmls then return w
3 else return null

Function ConToSucc(v, type, sType, ceLabel, label, rFmls, dFmls)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Purpose: connect v to a successor, which is created if necessary.

1 if type = state then v1 := null else v1 := ATPred(v)
2 w := FindProxy(type, sType, v1, label, rFmls, dFmls);
3 if w 6= null then E := E ∪ {(v, w)}
4 else w := NewSucc(v, type, sType, ceLabel, label, rFmls, dFmls);
5 return w

Function TUnsat(v)
1 return (⊥ ∈ Label(v) or there exists {ϕ,ϕ} ⊆ Label(v))

Function TSat(v)
1 return (Status(v) = unexpanded and no rule except (conv) is applicable to v)

Function ToExpand
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).

1 if there exists a node v ∈ V with Status(v) = unexpanded then return v
2 else return null

and T = {C7} we get three conclusions: {C1, C4, C5, C7}, {C2, C4, C5, C7}, and
{C3, C6, C7}. The other rules of CALCI are “or”-rules, which are also called static
rules. The transitional rules are used to expand states of tableaux, while the static
rules are used to expand non-states of tableaux.

For any rule of CALCI except (forming-state) and (conv), the distinguished
formulas of the premise are called the principal formulas of the rule. The rules
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Procedure Apply(ρ, v)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Input: a rule ρ and a node v ∈ V s.t. if ρ 6= (conv) then Status(v) = unexpanded

else Status(v) = expanded and BeforeFormingState(v) holds.
Purpose: applying the tableau rule ρ to the node v.

1 if ρ = (forming-state) then
2 ConToSucc(v, state,SType(v), null,Label(v),RFmls(v),DFmls(v))
3 else if ρ = (conv) then ApplyConvRule(v) // defined on page 8

4 else if ρ ∈ {(∃), (∃′)} then
5 ApplyTransRule(ρ, v); // defined on page 8

6 if Status(v) = {incomplete, unsat, sat} then
7 PropagateStatus(v), return

8 else
9 let X1, . . . , Xk be the possible conclusions of the rule;

10 if ρ ∈ {(∀
′
), (∀

′
i)} then Y := RFmls(v)

11 else Y := RFmls(v) ∪ {the principal formula of ρ};
12 foreach 1 ≤ i ≤ k do ConToSucc(v, non-state,SType(v), null, Xi, Y,DFmls(v))

13 Status(v) := expanded;

14 foreach successor w of v with Status(w) /∈ {incomplete, unsat, sat} do
15 if TUnsat(w) then Status(w) := unsat
16 else if Type(w) = non-state then
17 v0 := StatePred(w), v1 := ATPred(w);
18 if SType(v0) = simple then
19 let ∃R.C be the form of CELabel(v1);
20 X := {D | ∀R−.D ∈ Label(w) and D /∈ AFmls(v0)}
21 else
22 let a :∃R.C be the form of CELabel(v1);
23 X := {a :D | ∀R−.D ∈ Label(w) and (a :D) /∈ AFmls(v0)}
24 if X 6= ∅ then
25 if ConvMethod(v0) = 0 then
26 FmlsRC (v0) := FmlsRC (v0) ∪X;
27 if X ∩DFmls(v0) 6= ∅ then Status(v0) := unsat, return

28 else if X ∩DFmls(v0) 6= ∅ then Status(w) := unsat
29 else
30 AltFmlSetsSCP(v1) := AltFmlSetsSCP(v1) ∪ {X};
31 Status(w) := incomplete

32 else if TSat(w) then Status(w) := sat

33 UpdateStatus(v);
34 if Status(v) ∈ {incomplete, unsat, sat} then PropagateStatus(v)

(forming-state) and (conv) have no principal formulas. As usually, we assume that,
for each rule of CALCI described in Table 1, the principal formulas are not members
of the set X which appears in the premise of the rule.

Expanding a non-state v of a tableau by a static rule ρ ∈ {(u), (t), (u′), (t′)}
which uses ϕ as the principal formula, we put ϕ into the set RFmls(w) of each
successor w of v. Recall that RFmls(w) is called the set of the reduced formulas
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Procedure ApplyConvRule(v)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Purpose: applying the rule (conv) to the node v.

1 let w be the only successor of v, E := E \ {(v, w)};
2 if ConvMethod(w) = 0 then
3 newLabel := Label(v) ∪ FmlsRC (w);
4 ConToSucc(v, non-state,SType(v), null, newLabel,RFmls(v),DFmls(v))

5 else
6 let {ϕ1}, . . . , {ϕn} be all the singleton sets belonging to AltFmlSetsSC (w), and

let remainingSetsSC be the set of all the remaining sets;
7 foreach 1 ≤ i ≤ n do
8 newLabel := Label(v) ∪ {ϕi}, newDFmls := DFmls(v) ∪ {ϕj | 1 ≤ j < i};
9 ConToSucc(v, non-state,SType(v), null, newLabel,RFmls(v), newDFmls)

10 Y := {ϕi | 1 ≤ i ≤ n};
11 foreach X ∈ remainingSetsSC do
12 ConToSucc(v, non-state,SType(v), null,Label(v)∪X,RFmls(v),DFmls(v)∪Y )

Procedure ApplyTransRule(ρ, u)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Purpose: applying the transitional rule ρ, which is (∃) or (∃′), to the state u.

1 let X1, . . . , Xk be all the conclusions of the rule ρ with Label(u) as the premise;
2 if ρ = (∃) then
3 let ∃R1.C1, . . . , ∃Rk.Ck be the corresponding principal formulas;
4 foreach 1 ≤ i ≤ k do
5 v := NewSucc(u, non-state, simple, ∃Ri.Ci, Xi, ∅, ∅);
6 FmlsRC (u) := FmlsRC (u) ∪ {D | ∀R−i .D ∈ Label(v) and D /∈ AFmls(u)}

7 else
8 let a1 :∃R1.C1, . . . , ak :∃Rk.Ck be the corresponding principal formulas;
9 foreach 1 ≤ i ≤ k do

10 v := NewSucc(u, non-state, simple, ai :∃Ri.Ci, Xi, ∅, ∅);
11 FmlsRC (u) := FmlsRC (u) ∪ {ai :D | ∀R−i .D ∈ Label(v), a :D /∈ AFmls(u)}

12 if FmlsRC (u) ∩DFmls(u) 6= ∅ then Status(u) := unsat;

13 while Status(u) 6= unsat and there exists a node w in the local graph of u such that
Status(w) = unexpanded and a unary rule ρ 6= (forming-state) is applicable to w
do Apply(ρ,w);

14 if Status(u) 6= unsat then
15 if FmlsRC (u) 6= ∅ then Status(u) := incomplete
16 else ConvMethod(u) := 1

of w. If w is a non-state, v1 = ATPred(w) and v1, v2, . . . , vk = w is the path (of non-
states) from v1 to w, then an occurrence ψ ∈ RFmls(w) means there exists 1 ≤ i < k
such that ψ ∈ Label(vi) and ψ has been reduced at vi. After that reduction, ψ was
put into RFmls(vi+1) and propagated to RFmls(vk).
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Function Tableau(T ,A)
Input: a knowledge base (T ,A) in NNF in the logic ALCI.
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).

1 X := A ∪ {(a :C) | C ∈ T and a is an individual occurring in A};
2 ν := NewSucc(null, non-state, complex, null, X, ∅, ∅);
3 if TUnsat(ν) then Status(ν) := unsat
4 else if TSat(ν) then Status(ν) := sat;

5 while (v := ToExpand()) 6= null do
6 choose a tableau rule ρ different from (conv) and applicable to v;
7 Apply(ρ, v); // defined on page 7

8 return (V,E, ν)

Procedure UpdateStatus(v)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Input: a node v ∈ V with Status(v) = expanded.

1 if Kind(v) = or-node then
2 if some successors of v have status sat then Status(v) := sat
3 else if all successors of v have status unsat then Status(v) := unsat
4 else if every successor of v has status incomplete or unsat then
5 if v has a successor w such that Type(w) = state then

// w is the only successor of v
6 Apply((conv), v)

7 else Status(v) := incomplete

8 else // Kind(v) = and-node
9 if all successors of v have status sat then Status(v) := sat

10 else if some successors of v have status unsat then Status(v) := unsat
11 else if v has a successor w with Status(w) = incomplete then
12 AltFmlSetsSC (v) := AltFmlSetsSCP(w), Status(v) := incomplete

Procedure PropagateStatus(v)
Global data: a rooted graph (V,E, ν).
Input: a node v ∈ V with Status(v) ∈ {incomplete, unsat, sat}.

1 foreach predecessor u of v with Status(u) = expanded do
2 UpdateStatus(u);
3 if Status(u) ∈ {incomplete, unsat, sat} then PropagateStatus(u)

Expanding a simple (resp. complex) state v of a tableau by the transitional rule
(∃) (resp. (∃′)), each successor wi of v is created due to a corresponding principal
formula ∃Ri.Ci (resp. ai :∃Ri.Ci) of the rule, and RFmls(w) is set to the empty set.

For any state w, every predecessor v of w is always a non-state. Such a node v
was expanded and connected to w by the static rule (forming-state). The nodes v
and w correspond to the same element of the domain of the interpretation under
construction. In other words, the rule (forming-state) “transforms” a non-state to
a state. It guarantees that, if BeforeFormingState(v) holds then v has exactly one
successor, which is a state.
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The rule (conv) used for dealing with converses will be discussed shortly.
The priorities of the rules of CALCI are as follows (the bigger, the stronger): (u),

(u′), (∀′
), (∀′

i): 5; (t), (t′): 4; (forming-state): 3; (∃), (∃′): 2; (conv): 1.
The conditions for applying a rule ρ 6= (conv) to a node v are as follows:

– the rule has Label(v) as the premise (thus, the rules (u), (t), (∃) are applicable
only to simple nodes, and the rules (u′), (t′), (∀′

), (∀′

i), (∃′) are applicable only
to complex nodes)

– all the conditions accompanying with ρ in Table 1 are satisfied
– if ρ is a transitional rule then Type(v) = state
– if ρ is a static rule then Type(v) = non-state and
• if ρ ∈ {(u), (t), (u′), (t′)} then the principal formula of ρ does not belong

to RFmls(v), else if ρ ∈ {(∀′
), (∀′

i)} then the formula b :C occurring in the
rule does not belong to AFmls(v)

• no static rule with a higher priority is applicable to v.

We now explain the ways of dealing with converses, i.e., with inverse roles.
Consider the case when Type(v) = state, SType(v) = simple, ∃R.C ∈ Label(v)

and v corresponds to an element xv ∈ ∆I of the interpretation I under construction.
We need to realize the formulas of Label(v) at v so that xv ∈ (Label(v))I . The
formula ∃R.C is realized at v by making a transition from v to w with Label(w) =
{C}∪{C ′ | ∀R.C ′ ∈ Label(v)}∪T . The node w corresponds to an element xw ∈ ∆I
such that (xv, xw) ∈ RI and xw ∈ CI . If at some later stage we need to make
xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I (for example, because (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(w)) then we need to make
xv ∈ DI , and hence we need to add D to Label(v) as a requirement to be realized
at v if D /∈ AFmls(v).

– If xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I is a requirement but D /∈ AFmls(v) then we record
this by setting ConvMethod(v) := 0 and add D to the set FmlsRC (v). If
FmlsRC (v) ∩ DFmls(v) 6= ∅ then the requirements at v are unrealizable
and we set Status(v) := unsat (which means FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable
w.r.t. T ). If FmlsRC (v) 6= ∅ and FmlsRC (v) ∩ DFmls(v) = ∅ then we set
Status(v) := incomplete, which means the set Label(v) should be extended with
FmlsRC (v) if v will be used.

– Consider the case when the computed set FmlsRC (v) is empty. In this case,
we set ConvMethod(v) := 1. Each node wi in the local graph of w is an “or”-
descendant of w and corresponds to the same xw ∈ ∆I (for example, if C1tC2 ∈
Label(w) then we may make w an “or”-node with two successors w1 and w2

such that C1 ∈ Label(w1) and C2 ∈ Label(w2)). If (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) then
xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I is one of possibly many alternative requirements (because wi

is one of possibly many “or”-descendants of w). If wi should be selected for
representing w and (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and D /∈ AFmls(v) then we should
add D to Label(v). If (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and D ∈ DFmls(v) then we set
Status(wi) := unsat, which means the “combination” of v and wi is unsatisfiable
w.r.t. T . If, for X = {D | (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and D /∈ AFmls(v)}, we have
that X 6= ∅ and X ∩ DFmls(v) = ∅, then we add X (as an element) to the
set AltFmlSetsSCP(w) and set Status(wi) := incomplete, which means that, if
the “or”-descendant wi should be selected for representing w then X should be
added (as a set) to Label(v).
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Now consider the case when Type(v) = state, SType(v) = complex and a :∃R.C ∈
Label(v). It is very similar to the previous one. We need to satisfy (the ABox)
Label(v) in the interpretation I under construction. To satisfy the formula a :∃R.C
in I we make a transition from v to w with Label(w) = {C} ∪ {C ′ | (a : ∀R.C ′) ∈
Label(v)}∪T . The node w corresponds to an element xw ∈ ∆I such that (aI , xw) ∈
RI and xw ∈ CI . If at some later stage we need to make xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I (for
example, because (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(w)) then we need to make aI ∈ DI , and hence
we need to add a :D to Label(v) as a requirement to be realized at v if (a :D) /∈
AFmls(v).

– If xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I is a requirement but (a : D) /∈ AFmls(v) then we record
this by setting ConvMethod(v) := 0 and add a : D to the set FmlsRC (v). If
FmlsRC (v) ∩ DFmls(v) 6= ∅ then the requirements at v are unrealizable and
we set Status(v) := unsat (which means FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T ).
If FmlsRC (v) 6= ∅ and FmlsRC (v) ∩ DFmls(v) = ∅ then we set Status(v) :=
incomplete, which means the set Label(v) should be extended with FmlsRC (v)
if v will be used.

– Consider the case when the computed set FmlsRC (v) is empty. In this case,
we set ConvMethod(v) := 1. Each node wi in the local graph of w is an “or”-
descendant of w and corresponds to the same xw ∈ ∆I . If (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi)
then xw ∈ (∀R−.D)I is one of possibly many alternative requirements (because
wi is one of possibly many “or”-descendants of w). If wi should be selected for
representing w and (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and (a :D) /∈ AFmls(v) then we should
add a :D to Label(v). If (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and (a :D) ∈ DFmls(v) then we set
Status(wi) := unsat, which means the “combination” of v and wi is unsatisfiable
w.r.t. T . If, for X = {a :D | (∀R−.D) ∈ Label(wi) and (a :D) /∈ AFmls(v)}, we
have that X 6= ∅ and X ∩DFmls(v) = ∅, then we add X (as an element) to the
set AltFmlSetsSCP(w) and set Status(wi) := incomplete, which means that, if
the “or”-descendant wi should be selected for representing w then X should be
added (as a set) to Label(v).

When a node w gets status incomplete, unsat or sat, the status of every prede-
cessor v of w will be updated as shown in procedure UpdateStatus(v) defined on
page 9. In particular:

– If Type(w) = state and Status(w) = incomplete then BeforeFormingState(v)
holds and w is the only successor of v. In this case, the edge (v, w) will be deleted
and the node v will be re-expanded by the converse rule (conv) as shown in
procedure ApplyConvRule given on page 8. For the subcase ConvMethod(w) = 0,
we connect v to a node with label Label(v)∪FmlsRC (w). Consider the subcase
when ConvMethod(w) = 1. Let AltFmlSetsSC (w) = {{ϕ1}, . . . , {ϕn}, Z1, . . . ,
Zm}, where Z1, . . . , Zm are non-singleton sets. We connect v to successors w1,
. . . , wn+m such that: for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Label(wi) = Label(v) ∪ {ϕi}, and for
n+ 1 ≤ i ≤ n+m, Label(wi) = Label(v) ∪ Zi. To restrict the search space, for
1 ≤ i ≤ n, we add all ϕj with 1 ≤ j < i to DFmls(wi). This can be read as: at v
either allow to have ϕ1 (by adding it to the attribute Label), or disallow ϕ1 (by
adding it to the attribute DFmls) and allow ϕ2, or disallow ϕ1, ϕ2 and allow
ϕ3, and so on. Similarly, for n + 1 ≤ i ≤ n + m, we add all ϕj with 1 ≤ j ≤ n
to DFmls(wi).
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– If Type(v) = state (i.e. Kind(v) = and-node) and v has a successor w such that
Status(w) = incomplete then we set AltFmlSetsSC (v) := AltFmlSetsSCP(w)
and set Status(v) := incomplete.

Application of a tableau rule ρ to a node v is specified by procedure
Apply(ρ, v) given on page 7. This procedure uses procedures ApplyConvRule and
ApplyTransRule given on page 8. Auxiliary functions are defined on page 6. Pro-
cedures used for updating and propagating statuses of nodes are defined on page 9.
The main function Tableau(T ,A) is also defined on page 9. It returns a rooted
“and-or” graph called a CALCI-tableau for the knowledge base (T ,A). The root of
the graph is a complex node ν with Label(ν) = A ∪ {(a :C) | C ∈ T and a is an
individual occurring in A}. Also notice that trivial unsatisfiability and satisfiability
are checked immediately for each newly created node.

Let closure(T ,A) is the set of all formulas C and a :C such that C is a concept
occurring in T or A as a formula or a subformula and a is an individual occurring
in A. The size of closure(T ,A) is quadratic in the size of T and A, where the size
of a set Γ of formulas is the sum of the lengths of its formulas.

Lemma 3.1. Procedure Tableau(T ,A) runs in 2O(n) steps and returns a rooted
“and-or” graph G = (V,E, ν) of size 2O(n), where n is the size of closure(T ,A).
Furthermore, for every v ∈ V :

1. the sets Label(v), RFmls(v) and DFmls(v) are subsets of closure(T ,A)
2. the local tree of v is a DAG (directed acyclic graph).

Proof. The assertion 1 should be clear. For the assertion 2, just observe that:

– if v is expanded by a static rule and w is a successor of v then RFmls(v) ⊆
RFmls(w) and AFmls(v) ⊆ AFmls(w) and DFmls(v) ⊆ DFmls(w)

– if v is expanded by a static rule ρ /∈ {(∀′
), (∀′

i), (conv), (forming-state)} and w
is a successor of v then RFmls(v) ⊂ RFmls(w)

– if v is expanded by a rule ρ ∈ {(∀′
), (∀′

i), (conv)} and w is a successor of v then
AFmls(v) ⊂ AFmls(w).

Note that, each tableau node is re-expanded at most once, by using the rule (conv).
It is easy to see that G has size 2O(n) and can be constructed in 2O(n) steps. C

Theorem 3.2. Let (T ,A) be a knowledge base in NNF of the logic ALCI. Then
procedure Tableau(T ,A) runs in exponential time (in the worst case) in the size
of (T ,A) and returns a rooted “and-or” graph G = (V,E, ν) such that (T ,A) is
satisfiable iff Status(ν) 6= unsat.

The complexity issue was addressed by Lemma 3.1. For the remaining assertion,
see the proofs given in the next section.

4 Proofs of Soundness and Completeness of CALCI

4.1 Soundness

If X = {C1, . . . , Cn} then define Cnj(X) = C1 u . . . uCn. If X = {a :C1, . . . , a :Cn}
then define Cnj(X) = a : (C1 u . . . u Cn). Furthermore, we define NegCnj(X) to
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be the NNF of ¬Cnj(X), and define NegAll({X1, . . . , Xk}) = {NegCnj(X1), . . . ,
NegCnj(Xk)}.

Let G be a CALCI-tableau for (T ,A). For each node v of G with Status(v) ∈
{incomplete, unsat, sat}, let DSTimeStamp(v) be the moment at which Status(v)
was changed to its final value (i.e. determined to be incomplete, unsat or sat).
DSTimeStamp stands for “determined-status time-stamp”. For each non-state v
of G, let ETimeStamp(v) be the moment at which v was expanded the last time.3

Lemma 4.1. Let G = (V,E, ν) be a CALCI-tableau for (T ,A). For every v ∈ V :

1. if Status(v) = unsat then
(a) case Type(v) = state : FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T
(b) case Type(v) = non-state and StatePred(v) = null : FullLabel(v) is unsat-

isfiable w.r.t. T
(c) case Type(v) = non-state, v0 = StatePred(v) 6= null and SType(v0) = simple:

if v1 = ATPred(v) and CELabel(v1) is of the form ∃R.C then there are no
model I of T and x, y ∈ ∆I such that (x, y) ∈ RI , x ∈ (FullLabel(v0))I

and y ∈ (Label(v))I

(d) case Type(v) = non-state, v0 = StatePred(v) 6= null and SType(v0) =
complex: if v1 = ATPred(v) and CELabel(v1) is of the form a : ∃R.C then
there are no model I of both T and FullLabel(v0) and y ∈ ∆I such that
(aI , y) ∈ RI and y ∈ (Label(v))I

2. if Status(v) = incomplete and Type(v) = state then
(a) case ConvMethod(v) = 0: FullLabel(v) ∪ {NegCnj(FmlsRC (v))} is unsat-

isfiable w.r.t. T
(b) case ConvMethod(v) = 1: FullLabel(v) ∪ NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)) is un-

satisfiable w.r.t. T
3. if Type(v) = non-state and w1, . . . , wk are all the successors of v then, for every

interpretation I and every x ∈ ∆I ,
(a) case SType(v) = simple: x ∈ (FullLabel(v))I iff there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such

that x ∈ (FullLabel(wi))I

(b) case SType(v) = complex: I is a model of FullLabel(v) iff there exists
1 ≤ i ≤ k such that I is a model of FullLabel(wi).

Proof. The proof is by induction on both DSTimeStamp(v) and ETimeStamp(v).
Consider the assertion 3. It should be clear for the cases when the rule ex-

panding v is not (conv). So, assume that v was re-expanded by the rule (conv)
and let w be the only successor of v before the re-expansion. We must have that
Type(w) = state, Status(w) = incomplete, DSTimeStamp(w) < ETimeStamp(v),
Label(w) = Label(v), RFmls(w) = RFmls(v) and DFmls(w) = DFmls(v). There
are the following two cases:

– Case ConvMethod(w) = 0: By the inductive assumption 2a, FullLabel(w) ∪
{NegCnj(FmlsRC (w))} is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . It follows that FullLabel(v)∪
{NegCnj(FmlsRC (w))} is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . After re-expansion v has only
one successor w′, with Label(w′) = Label(v) ∪ FmlsRC (w), RFmls(w′) =
RFmls(v) and DFmls(w′) = DFmls(v). Hence, the assertion 3 holds.

3 Recall that, each non-state may be re-expanded at most once, using the rule (conv), and
that, each state is expanded at most once.
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– Case ConvMethod(w) = 1: By the inductive assumption 2b,
FullLabel(w) ∪ NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (w)) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . It
follows that FullLabel(v)∪NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (w)) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T .
Using this, it can be observed that Steps 5-12 of procedure ApplyConvRule
guarantees the assertion 3.

Consider the assertion 1. If Status(v) = unsat because ⊥ ∈ Label(v) or there
exists {ϕ,ϕ} ⊆ Label(v) then FullLabel(v) is clearly unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . So,
assume that Label(v) contains neither ⊥ nor a pair {ϕ,ϕ}.

Consider the assertion 1a and suppose that Status(v) = unsat and Type(v) =
state. There are three cases: Status(v) was set to unsat either by Step 27 of procedure
Apply (with v0 = v) or by Step 12 of procedure ApplyTransRule (with u = v)
or by Step 10 of procedure UpdateStatus. For the first two cases, we must have
that ConvMethod(v) = 0 and FmlsRC (v) ∩ DFmls(v) 6= ∅, which implies that
FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . The intuition behind the last inference is
that FullLabel(v) = AFmls(v) ∪ NDFmls(v) and FmlsRC (v) is the set of formulas
which must be added to AFmls(v). Consider the third case. Thus, v has a successor
w with status Status(w) = unsat, Type(w) = non-state and DSTimeStamp(w) <
DSTimeStamp(v). The inductive assumption 1c or 1d (depending on SType(w))
holds for w (in the place of v). If FullLabel(v) is satisfied in a model I of T , then I
will violate this inductive assumption. Hence FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T .

Consider the assertion 1b and suppose that Status(v) = unsat and Type(v) =
non-state and StatePred(v) = null. Let w1, . . . , wk be all the successors of v. It
must be that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Status(wi) = unsat, Type(wi) = non-state,
StatePred(wi) = null and DSTimeStamp(wi) < DSTimeStamp(v). By the inductive
assumption 1b, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, FullLabel(wi) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . By the
inductive assumption 3, it follows that FullLabel(v) is unsatisfiable w.r.t. T .

Consider the assertions 1c and 1d and suppose that Status(v) = unsat and
Type(v) = non-state and StatePred(v) 6= null. There are the following cases:

– Case Status(v) was set to unsat by Step 28 of procedure Apply: The condition
Y ∩DFmls(v0) 6= ∅ of that step implies the assertions 1c and 1d.

– Case Status(v) was set to unsat by Step 3 of procedure UpdateStatus: Let
w1, . . . , wk be all the successors of v. It must be that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
Status(wi) = unsat, Type(wi) = non-state, StatePred(wi) = StatePred(v) 6=
null and DSTimeStamp(wi) < DSTimeStamp(v). The inductive assumptions 1c
and 1d for w1, . . . , wk imply the inductive hypotheses 1c and 1d for v.

The assertion 2a should be clear.
Consider the assertion 2b and suppose that Status(v) = incomplete, Type(v) =

state and ConvMethod(v) = 1. There must exist a successor w of v such
that AfterTrans(w) holds, Kind(w) = or-node, Status(w) = incomplete, and
AltFmlSetsSCP(w) = AltFmlSetsSC (v). Let w1, . . . , wk be all the nodes in the
local graph of w such that, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Status(wi) = incomplete and when
Status(wi) became incomplete a set Xi of formulas was added (as an element) into
AltFmlSetsSCP(w) (i.e. wi got status incomplete not by propagation). The setting
of Status(wi) and the addition of Xi to AltFmlSetsSCP(w) occur at Steps 30 and 31
of procedure Apply. We have that AltFmlSetsSCP(w) = {X1, . . . , Xk}. Note that,
since Status(w) = incomplete, k ≥ 1 and every node in the local graph of w must
have status incomplete or unsat. There are the following two cases:
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– Case SType(v) = simple: Let CELabel(w) = ∃R.C. For the sake of con-
tradiction, suppose there exists a model I of T such that (FullLabel(v) ∪
NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)))I is not empty and contains an element x. Since
CELabel(w) ∈ Label(v), there exists y ∈ ∆I such that (x, y) ∈ RI and y ∈ CI .
Thus, y ∈ (Label(w))I , and hence y ∈ (FullLabel(w))I (since RFmls(w) =
DFmls(w) = ∅). For every node w′ in the local graph of w with Status(w′) =
unsat, we have that DSTimeStamp(w′) < DSTimeStamp(v), and by the induc-
tive assumption 1c, y /∈ (Label(w′))I , and hence y /∈ (FullLabel(w′))I . Since
y ∈ (FullLabel(w))I , by the inductive assumption 3a, it follows that there ex-
ists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that y ∈ (FullLabel(wi))I . We have that {∀R−.D | D ∈
Xi} ⊆ Label(wi). Hence y ∈ ({∀R−.D | D ∈ Xi})I . Since (x, y) ∈ RI , it follows
that x ∈ XIi , which contradicts the fact that x ∈ (NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)))I .
Therefore FullLabel(v) ∪ NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)) must be unsatisfiable
w.r.t. T .

– Case SType(v) = complex: Let CELabel(w) = a : ∃R.C. For the sake of
contradiction, suppose there exists a model I of T and FullLabel(v) ∪
NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)). Since CELabel(w) ∈ Label(v), there exists y ∈
∆I such that (aI , y) ∈ RI and y ∈ CI . Thus, y ∈ (Label(w))I , and
hence y ∈ (FullLabel(w))I (since RFmls(w) = DFmls(w) = ∅). For ev-
ery node w′ in the local graph of w with Status(w′) = unsat, we have that
DSTimeStamp(w′) < DSTimeStamp(v), and by the inductive assumption 1d,
y /∈ (Label(w′))I , and hence y /∈ (FullLabel(w′))I . Since y ∈ (FullLabel(w))I ,
by the inductive assumption 3a, it follows that there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ k such
that y ∈ (FullLabel(wi))I . Note that Xi consists of ABox assertions of the
form a : D. We have that {∀R−.D | a : D ∈ Xi} ⊆ Label(wi). Hence
y ∈ ({∀R−.D | a :D ∈ Xi})I . Since (aI , y) ∈ RI , it follows that I is a model
of (the ABox) Xi, which contradicts the fact that I is a model of (the ABox)
NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v)). Therefore FullLabel(v)∪NegAll(AltFmlSetsSC (v))
must be unsatisfiable w.r.t. T . C

Corollary 4.2 (Soundness of CALCI). If G = (V,E, ν) is a CALCI-tableau for
(T ,A) and Status(ν) = unsat then (T ,A) is unsatisfiable. C

This corollary follows from the assertion 1b of Lemma 4.1.

4.2 Completeness

Lemma 4.3. Let G = (V,E, ν) be a CALCI-tableau for (T ,A). Then no node with
status incomplete is reachable from ν.

Proof. This lemma follows from the observation that, after a state w getting sta-
tus incomplete, all edges coming to w will be deleted (see Step 1 of procedure
ApplyConvRule). C

We prove completeness of CALCI via model graphs. The technique has been
used in [16, 4, 9, 5, 14, 13] for other logics. A model graph (also known as a Hintikka
structure) is a tuple 〈∆, C, E〉, where:

– ∆ is a finite set, which contains (amongst others) all individual names (occurring
in the considered ABox)
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– C is a function that maps each element of ∆ to a set of concepts
– E is a function that maps each role to a binary relation on ∆.

A model graph 〈∆, C, E〉 is saturated if every x ∈ ∆ satisfies:

(1) if C uD ∈ C(x) then {C,D} ⊆ C(x)
(2) if C tD ∈ C(x) then C ∈ C(x) or D ∈ C(x)
(3) if ∀R.C ∈ C(x) and (x, y) ∈ E(R) then C ∈ C(y)
(4) if ∀R−.C ∈ C(y) and (x, y) ∈ E(R) then C ∈ C(x)
(5) if ∃R.C ∈ C(x) then there exists y ∈ ∆ such that (x, y) ∈ E(R) and C ∈ C(y).

A model graph 〈∆, C, E〉 is consistent if no x ∈ ∆ has C(x) containing ⊥ or
containing both A and ¬A for some atomic concept A.

Given a model graph M = 〈∆, C, E〉, the interpretation corresponding to M is
the interpretation I = 〈∆, ·I〉 where AI = {x ∈ ∆ | A ∈ C(x)} for every concept
name A, rI = E(r) ∪ E(r−) for every role name r, and aI = a for every individual
name a.

Lemma 4.4. If I is the interpretation corresponding to a consistent saturated model
graph 〈∆, C, E〉, then for every x ∈ ∆ and C ∈ C(x) we have that x ∈ CI .

Proof. By induction on the structure of C. C

Let G = (V,E) be a CALCI graph for (T ,A) and v ∈ V be a non-state with
Status(v) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}. A saturation path of v is a sequence v0 = v, v1, . . . ,
vk of nodes of G, with k ≥ 1, such that Type(vk) = state and

– for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Status(vi) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}
– for every 0 ≤ i < k, Type(vi) = non-state and (vi, vi+1) ∈ E.

Observe that each saturation path of v is finite (by the assertion 2 of Lemma 3.1).
Furthermore, if vi is a non-state with Status(vi) /∈ {unsat, incomplete} then vi has
a successor vi+1 with Status(vi+1) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}. Therefore, v has at least
one saturation path.

Lemma 4.5 (Completeness of CALCI). Let G = (V,E, ν) be a CALCI-tableau
for (T ,A). Suppose that Status(ν) 6= unsat. Then (T ,A) is satisfiable.

Proof. By Lemma 4.3, Status(ν) 6= incomplete. Hence ν has a saturation path
v0, . . . , vk with v0 = ν. We construct a model graph M = 〈∆, C, E〉 as follows:

1. Let ∆0 be the set of all individuals occurring in A and set ∆ := ∆0. For each
a ∈ ∆0, set C(a) to the set of all concepts C such that a :C ∈ AFmls(vk), and
mark a as unresolved. (Each node of M will be marked either as unresolved or
as resolved.) For each role R, set E(R) := {(a, b) | R(a, b) ∈ A}.

2. While ∆ contains unresolved nodes, take one unresolved node x and do:
(a) For every concept ∃R.C ∈ C(x) do:

i. If x ∈ ∆0 then:
– Let u = vk.
– Let w0 be the node of G such that CELabel(w0) = x :∃R.C. (Note

that C ∈ Label(w0) and Status(w0) /∈ {unsat, incomplete} since
Status(vk) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}.)
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ii. Else:
– Let u = f(x). (f is a constructed mapping that associates each node

of M not belonging to ∆0 with a simple state of G. As a maintained
property of f , Status(u) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}, ∃R.C ∈ Label(u) and
C(x) = AFmls(u).)

– Let w0 be the node of G such that CELabel(w0) = ∃R.C. (Note
that C ∈ Label(w0) and Status(w0) /∈ {unsat, incomplete} since
Status(u) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}.)

iii. Let w0, . . . , wh be a saturation path of w0.
(Note that Status(wh) /∈ {unsat, incomplete}.)

iv. If there does not exist y ∈ ∆ \ ∆0 such that C(y) = AFmls(wh) then:
add a new node y to ∆, set C(y) = AFmls(wh), mark y as unresolved,
and set f(y) = wh. (One can consider y as the result of sticking together
the nodes w0, . . . , wh of a saturation path of w0. The above mentioned
properties of f still hold.)

v. Add the pair (x, y) to E(R).
(b) Mark x as resolved.

The above construction terminates and results in a finite model graph because:
for every x, x′ ∈ ∆ \∆0, x 6= x′ implies C(x) 6= C(x′), and for every x ∈ ∆, C(x) is
a subset of closure(T ,A).

Note the following remarks for the remaining part of this proof:

– For any node v of G, RFmls(v) may contain only formulas of the form C uD,
C tD, a : (C uD), or a : (C tD). Hence, if ϕ is of the form ∀R.C, ∃R.C, a :∀R.C
or a :∃R.C and ϕ ∈ AFmls(v) then we must have that ϕ ∈ Label(v).

– After executing Step 2(a)iv, Label(w0) ⊆ AFmls(wh) = C(y). Hence, if D ∈
Label(w0) then D ∈ C(y).

M is a consistent model graph because Status(vk) 6= unsat and if x ∈ ∆ \ ∆0

and u = f(x) then C(x) = AFmls(u) and Status(u) 6= unsat.
We show that M satisfies all Conditions (1)-(5) of being a saturated model graph.

M satisfies Conditions (1) and (2) because the sequence v0, . . . , vk is a saturation
path of v0, and at Step 2a, the sequence w0, . . . , wh is a saturation path of w0. M
satisfies Condition (5) because at Step 2a, C ∈ Label(w0), and hence C ∈ C(y).

Consider Condition (3):

– Assume x ∈ ∆, ∀R.D ∈ C(x), and (x, y) ∈ E(R). We show that D ∈ C(y).
– Consider the case x ∈ ∆0. Since ∀R.D ∈ C(x), we have that x :∀R.D ∈ Label(vk).

If y ∈ ∆0, then R(x, y) ∈ A (since (x, y) ∈ E(R)), and hence y :D ∈ AFmls(vk)
(due to the tableau rule (∀′

)), and hence D ∈ C(y). Assume that y /∈ ∆0 and y
is created at Step 2(a)iv. Since (x :∀R.D) belongs to the label of u = vk, by the
tableau rule (∃′), D ∈ Label(w0), and hence D ∈ C(y).

– Consider the case x /∈ ∆0 and Step 2a at which the pair (x, y) is added to E(R).
Since ∀R.D ∈ C(x) and C(x) = AFmls(u), we have that ∀R.D ∈ Label(u). By
the tableau rule (∃), it follows that D ∈ Label(w0), and hence D ∈ C(y).

Consider Condition (4):

– Assume y ∈ ∆, ∀R−.D ∈ C(y), and (x, y) ∈ E(R). We show that D ∈ C(x).
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– Consider the case y ∈ ∆0. We must have that x ∈ ∆0 and R(x, y) ∈ A. Since
∀R−.D ∈ C(y), we have that y :∀R−.D ∈ Label(vk). By the tableau rule (∀′

i), it
follows that x :D ∈ AFmls(vk), and hence D ∈ C(x).

– Consider the case y /∈ ∆0 and Step 2a at which the pair (x, y) is added to E(R).
Since ∀R−.D ∈ C(y), we have that ∀R−.D ∈ Label(wh). Since Status(wh) /∈
{unsat, incomplete}, we must have that:
• if u is a simple node then x /∈ ∆0 and D ∈ AFmls(u), and hence D ∈ C(x)
• else u = vk, x ∈ ∆0 and x :D ∈ AFmls(u), and hence D ∈ C(x).

Therefore M is a consistent saturated model graph.
By the definition of CALCI graphs for (T ,A) and the construction of M : if

(a :C) ∈ A then C ∈ C(a); if R(a, b) ∈ A then (a, b) ∈ E(R); and T ⊆ C(a) for all
a ∈ ∆0. We also have that T ⊆ C(x) for all x ∈ ∆ \∆0. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, the
interpretation corresponding to M is a model of (T ,A). C

5 Conclusions

We have given the first direct cut-free ExpTime (optimal) tableau decision pro-
cedure, which is not based on transformation or on the pre-completion technique,
for checking satisfiability of a knowledge base in the description logic ALCI. This
satisfiability problem is more general than the problem of checking satisfiability of
a concept w.r.t. a TBox studied by Goré and Widmann for ALCI in [6]. Our tech-
nique is more advanced than the one of [6] as we do also global caching for nodes in
the local graphs of non-states v obtained after a transition (in [6], such local graphs
are trees) and we use the sets DFmls to restrict the search space.
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